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February is Varsity Championship Season. We should

expect practice interruptions, so please be sure to check

the NAAC Newsletters and watch GroupMe for last-minute updates.

GETTING EXTRA HELP

Parents often consider adding private swim instruction to their swimmer’s practices. Is
your swimmer asking for extra help? Here are some things to think about.

If your swimmer is frustrated or discouraged, start by
talking to your swimmer’s coach. Swimmers who are
trying to master certain skills may benefit from some
extra guidance or practice. Ideally, the coach can work
the extra focus into normal practice sessions. If not,
getting some outside help on that skill may be a good
idea.

Getting outside help to gain a general competitive edge
can backfire. Swimmers can easily hear or interpret
directions from two different coaches as contradictory
and become confused. They often feel pressure to pay off
the investment of the extra time and money by exhibiting
advanced performance they are not ready for. They can
also underappreciate their own achievements if they
perceive the extra coaching as an unfair advantage they
have over their teammates.

The best instructors are familiar with the skills and drills
your child is working on in practice. They let the athlete
set the pace of instruction. They celebrate your child’s
achievements in terms of effort and mastery of skills, rather
than encouraging any focus on meet outcomes. Their
communication with you and your swimmer is positive and
supportive.



February Focus
Before the winter break, we established the building blocks of the strokes. In January, we
began combining the skills into more whole-stroke swimming. In February, some swimmers
will get a chance to refine their skills and increase the speed and distance they swim.

Some swimmers, for a variety of reasons, will still be working on the basics in one or more
strokes. This can be frustrating for them. We will work to recognize the swimmers who are
working hard to master a skill. We will also be firm about discouraging any teasing. Please
be sure to let us know if your child is struggling. Sports build self-esteem when the
challenge is hard but the swimmer has the tools and perseverance they need to succeed.

Spring Break is April 1 - April 16 for all groups!

Upcoming Birthdays
Jackson Falk - Feb. 5

Alia Piekutowski - Feb. 6

Wyatt Smith - Feb. 18

Stone Gendell - Mar. 24

Tugg Gendell - Mar. 24

Home Meets
Don’t forget to watch the NAAC Newsletter for updates on volunteering for our home
meets. It takes the whole NAAC Family to run a successful meet. Also, volunteer credits can
only be earned for our home meets. Please mark your calendars!


